
Some classmates have voiced concerns over security and privacy issues.  Please take the time to read these 

question and answers regarding what YOU can do as a registered participant to keep your profile details private.  

There are many sites such as this one and this one was picked because of the good reviews and and security that’s 

in place.  Always remember to “log out” when you leave the site as this ensures that your profile remains private 

and “restricted” to the public.   

Can people find my Classmates' Profile pages by searching Google or other major search engines 

Answer: It depends. Your Classmates' Profile pages are fully indexable by major search engines, but each individual 

Classmate has the ability to permit viewing of his or her Profile only to fellow registered Classmates. If Profile 

information has been restricted to only fellow Classmates, then search engines can not get into this information and 

index it, nor can any non registered Classmate get in. Please note that your Classmates' public profile is found in the 

search engines when no restrictions have been set by the Classmate him or herself. This is the same information that 

anybody can see simply by visiting your web site unless a Classmate has restricted Profile viewing to only fellow 

Classmates. Your Classmates' private information is not findable and will never be displayed even if their Profile is 

left open to the public. Specifically, your Classmates' email addresses, mailing addresses, and telephone 

numbers are completely protected and not visible to the public, and not findable/indexable by search engines 

no matter what. Please note that anyone can still send an email to your Classmates by filling out the contact form at 

the bottom of any Classmate Profile page. This allows open communication between Classmates and non Classmates 

alike, while protecting Classmates' personal information. 

My Classmate's Profile and pictures are being seen when you Google her name. She has her Profile restricted 

to viewing by only logged in fellow Classmates. Why is this happening? It appears the Profile restrictions are 

not working. 

 

Answer: The Profile restrictions are working fine. Your Classmate is currently logged into your web site. When she 

logs in a thing called a "cookie" is set on her hard drive that tells our system she is logged in. Even if she leaves your 

web site and goes somewhere else on the Internet (e.g. Google), she is still logged into your site. So when she goes out 

and Googles her own name, up comes a link to your Classmate Profiles page (or sometimes a link directly to the 

Classmate's Profile itself). Next she is going directly to her own name and clicking on it, which brings her to her Profile 

and her pictures. Remember, she can see her full Profile because she has remained logged in throughout this process. 

Logged in Classmates can see restricted Profiles as they are supposed to. Had she not been logged in, however, instead 

of seeing her Profile she would have seen a message saying her Profile was restricted.  

If you or your Classmate wants to see this process like the public sees it just do this:  

1. Go to your web class site and click the "Log out" link on the left.  

2. Go to Google and search for your Classmate's name.  

3. Click on the result that takes you to your Classmate Profiles page.  

4. Now click on your Classmate's name.  

You will see that you get the Profile restricted message — you do not get access to the Classmate's Profile.  

Bottom line, if a Classmate thinks his or her Profile restrictions are not working it is only because your Classmate is 

still logged in. Have the Classmate log out of your site first by following the steps above, and then search Google for his 

or her own name, and it will become apparent that everything is working properly. 

 

 


